Illegal quarrying is rife with consequences
for the industry and the economy. Will the
recent conviction of an illegal miner set a
precedent? Chantelle Mattheus investigates.
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Nico Pienaar, director of the Aggregate & Sand Producers Association of Southern Africa (ASPASA),
believes that illegal quarrying has forced prices
below a certain margin which makes it difficult for
legal operators to compete. While some in the construction industry are among the culprits, the use
of illegal products has reduced substantially. He
also strongly believes that the respective departments need to work in tandem to enforce legislation
and bring illegal quarrying to an end.

Lower margins problematic
Illegal mining is multifaceted - mostly involving lucrative products like gold, diamonds and platinum. You
then have the other side which involves mining sand,
gravel and aggregates - often in riverbeds. The culprits
of illegal quarrying can be split into two arms: those
who aren't aware they need permits, like farmers, and
those who are aware but do it anyway. "Here, construedon companies come into play and this is deliberate and
a macr :;3rot~eill for us;' Pienaar points out. "It results
LL s:.:':.>s:a::..::.a..:..::.: lower margins in the formal industry."
Tae size of :i:.2 i~ ~::r:::a:.:":',jusrry is not actually known
wcicc ::s :::'g:::c=s. Ag.s.i:l it comes down to the defini. tioa 0: :::'--;0' ~: :=..:.::.--,,- sector. Would illegal mining
of qLCa!.7~·
~:.:=.;:s. ::::::::lillicipalities and construction
COlTI:;a.r:.:"-,, i:: =:...::55:'-'-", ;~frastructure projects, be
counrec- --=-::.= =:.£..:.::. :.0.0:':'0': is that illegal quarrying is definite.y :::0: 5-.:s~:'=.
especially when the construction
indt.:s::-y~ :..::.::::.,;=:... ~:..:Lryparties are not concerned
about :.::,,,,
.=::':-:"-:=-==::':' tae future and certainly not the
conncue.; -=,~:=::..:= ::.: the formal industry."
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Potential solution
The use of illegal quarry products has reduced substantially in the construction of roads, however, and the
South African National Roads Agency Limited (SANRl\L) should be praised for this, according to Pienaar.
Part of the problem is that aggregate is not considered a
scarce resource - like gold and platinum - but quality
aggregate is in short supply. "However, illegal purveyors of sand and aggregate do not care and the buyers
often know little about this," says Pienaar. "There is a
basic lack of understanding of the complexity of the
product. The technical issues are serious and complex."
However, there could be a solution. The South African
Revenue Service (SARS), as a result of the new Mineral
& Petroleum Resources Royalty Act value-added tax
, 'AT), is a new player in the policing environment but it
is eager to become involved. "However, in terms of illegal quarrying, everybody seems to be passing the
Duck," Pienaar adds. "Who is the custodian of illegal
mining? Somebody needs to step forward. I've lost faith
in the majority of public-sector avenues, having liaised
with, among others, the Department of Environmental
Affairs, the Chamber of Mines, the Green Scorpions, the
Blue Scorpions and the South African Police Service
(. APS) over the past few years to no avail."

Hope on the horizon
=The new Inspector of Mines has asked us to be the
eyes and ears of the Department of Mineral Resources,"
says Pienaar. "We are very impressed with him as he
seems to have the political will and he is proof that
there are some people in positions of authority who
want to do something but, as in the case of the Department of Mineral Resources, don't have arresting
power." Fundamentally there's a problem with the legislation and the way that illegal quarrying is policed and
prosecuted. "The public prosecutors are not going to
pay a lot of attention to it because they are flooded with,
apparently, more important cases," says Pienaar. "It
might work if we set up a separate travelling court."
The recent conviction of an illegal miner in KwaZuluXatal involved collaboration between the SAPS, the
Xational Prosecuting Authority and the Department of
Mineral Resources. In an ideal situation, the Department of Mineral Resources, which issues the licence,
should police it. Alternatively, in all the advanced countries of the world, one department issues the licence
and the other polices it. "We would like the Department
of Mineral Resources to issue the licence.and the
Department of Environmental Affairs to police it,"
states Pienaar.

Senior manager: taxpayer
interface - mining sector, SAHS

Calculating compensation
Royalty for aggregate is compensation to the government for extracting a non-renewable resource, notes
Cohen. "Wherever extraction occurs, quarries have the
potential to pay and they should be registered as they are
extracting a mineral resource." This applies whether or
not the product is used in a company's own production,
lost, stolen or sold.
The only time compensation doesn't apply is when qualifying for the small-business exemption. Essentially,
exemption applies
if a company's
turnover is less
that RlO-million
(about US$lmillion), the royalty which would
have been paid is
less than RIOO000,
and the company
owner is a resident and registered. This typically applies
to a small business. "Exemption occurs annually," says
Cohen. "However, monitoring has not yet been realised
as the returns are in the process of being disseminated
and the relevant role players have not yet been audited.
However, in future, we'll be conducting audits on a risk
basis - similar to income-tax audits - which presents a
challenge in curtailing illegal activities. Obviously, if a
quarry is off the grid and operating in criminal capacity,
we won't be aware of it. If, however, the quarry owners
are law-abiding citizens, there are ways we can trace
them and verify their activities."
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WiDof Afrimat Aggregates
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Far-reaching effects
"Illegal quarrying is a major factor
nationally," notes De Wet. "Most of
the industry players agree that their
businesses are negatively affected
by illegal miners. The biggest
illegal-mining culprits are municipalities with their borrow pits,
unscrupulous contractors trying to
cut costs and ready-mix operators
buying cheap sand." The effects are
far-reaching, including environmental issues due to lack of rehabilitation, loss of revenue for SARS and
the Department of Mineral
Resources, lack of protection for
employees working in these illegal
operations, as well as inferior products entering the market. Not only
does this drive the costs up for legal
operators but the reputation of quarrying is tarnished by inferior products entering the market. "Prices
have dropped too far for legal operators to compete and keep illegal
operators out of their markets, and
the impact of the Royalty Act and
taxes on the formal industry is
tremendous which further dilutes
profits," adds De Wet. At the
moment, it is estimated that the formal sector produces approximately
120 Mtpa of aggregate.

Verification a solution
Lack of education and awareness of
the problem pervades the public

domain. Contractors should insist
on quality measurements, source
verification, company profiles and
VATregistration.
The difference in quality between
the illegally quarried product and
formalised supply can be quantitatively measured through the cost of
having a battery of tests done at
regular intervals, as well as running a localised laboratory.
"I doubt that testing is high on the
agenda for illegal miners but what
they lose in quality, they make up
in price," adds De Wet. "I believe
the authorities are not paying
enough attention to illegal quarrying although the law is crystal clear
in this regard. It's far easier to
focus on a legal operator to ensure
that taxes are paid." Quarry professionals and industry representatives agree that the proliferation of
illegal mining activities is primarily due to ineffective policing. The
Department of Mineral Resources
does not have the necessary staff
or clout to prosecute. One quarry is
closed on one day and another
opens the next. As long as there's a
market, there will be illegal mining
and the only way to curtail these
activities is through government's
insistence that contractors buy
from reputable sources like
ASPASAmembers who are audited
on a regular basis, he says.

Director of communications,
Department of Mineral Resources

Authorities defer
Illegal mining, including so-called illegal quarrying
in South Africa, is not regulated by the Department
of Mineral Resources.
Details of known cases of illegal mining are
reported to the relevant authorities.
Legal quarries, however, are the domain of the
Department of Mineral Resources. Legal quarries are
monitored through compliance inspections and analysis of reports. Non-compliance is addressed by implementing applicable provisions of the Mineral & Petroleum Resources Development Act and regulations.
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manager at StH~RAL

Legal business
~_-i..-"~AL
controls the procurement of material with a broad outlook on environmental sustainability and project costs, as well as compliance with the
re evant legislation which includes the National Environmental Management
_~ct and the Mineral & Petroleum Resources Development Act.
S:L"TRAL'ssources of material vary - within and outside the road reserve .
. ...ith regard to sources within the road reserve, we recycle existing base
"-"herepossible when upgrading roads; reducing the requirement for new
:",lding material," says Makoa. "In addition, we make use of cut-and-fill tech::-"':ques
where applicable which minimises the amount of material sought outo::iethe construction area."
Where new material has to be sourced outside the road reserve, SANRAL
::ses new borrow pits and quarries which require authorisation from the
Jepartment of Mineral Resources. Alternatively, material may be sourced
~om established commercial sources which must have a permit from the
"Jepartment of Mineral Resources .•

First conviction
The conviction of the illegal miner
in KwaZulu-Natal set a precedent
for further convictions, according
to a statement by Bheki Khumalo
of the Department of Mineral
Resources. "It is our considered
belief that this conviction will
serve as an important basis to further prosecute people or entities
who embark upon these illegal
mining activities."
The sentencing of Mfundo Manzi
in KwaZulu-Natal included:
• Count 1 of mining without a
right, permit or permission:
A RIO 000 fine or five months'
imprisonment with a further
R50 000 or 15 months' imprisonment (suspended for a period of
five years provided he is not
found guilty of the same offence).
• Counts 2 and 3 of failing to
comply with a directive or order
given to him by the Department
of Mineral Resources on three
separate occasions: A RIO 000
fine or six months' imprisonment
(suspended for five years on
condition that the accused is not
convicted of the same offence).
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